CPCC SUMMER EXPERIENCE

STEM • CULINARY • ARTS

Featuring expanded offerings including LEGO® Films, study skills, drones, cosmetology, creative writing and more!
Beat summer boredom with CPCC Summer Experience!

Our offerings provide a variety of camps for all ages. Help keep your child energized with our camps that engage and encourage curious minds. Camps fill up quickly, so register online today at cpccsummerexperience.com.

**RISING 1st graders**
- Code Explorers
- Lego® Films and Stop Action

**RISING 2nd graders**
- Code Explorers
- Lego® Films and Stop Action

**RISING 3rd graders**
- Code Explorers
- Lego® Films and Stop Action

**RISING 4th graders**
- Make Your First 3D Video Game
- Python Programmers: Make Your Own Multiplayer Game
- ROBLOX®, Coders-Entrepreneurs

**RISING 5th graders**
- Make Your First 3D Video Game
- Python Programmers: Make Your Own Multiplayer Game
- ROBLOX®, Coders-Entrepreneurs

**RISING 6th graders**
- Clay Creations
- Crime Scene Investigator
- Make Your First 3D Video Game
- Program IT!
- Python Programmers: Make Your Own Multiplayer Game
- ROBLOX®, Coders-Entrepreneurs

**RISING 7th graders**
- Baking Camp
- Clay Creations
- Crime Scene Investigator
- Culinary Camp
- Drone Academy
- Make Your First 3D Video Game
- Program IT!
- Python Programmers: Make Your Own Multiplayer Game
- ROBLOX®, Coders-Entrepreneurs
- Study Smarter, Not Harder

Register online today at cpccsummerexperience.com
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MAKE YOUR FIRST 3D VIDEO GAME $239
June 17 – 20 | Levine Campus
Rising 7th – 9th graders: 9 a.m. – noon | Rising 4th – 6th graders: 1 – 4 p.m.
Campers will go well beyond the limitations of the traditional 2D game design classes and create an immersive 3D world! Students will learn the physics behind 3D games, explore beginner event scripting, level design, controlling the flow of gameplay, and storytelling. Student created games will be available on a password protected Black Rocket website to share with friends and family. Students will work in pairs or teams for most of the program. Basic computer knowledge is essential for success in this camp.
Fee includes camp T-shirt and your own video game created uniquely by you.

ROBLOX®, CODERS-ENTREPRENEURS $239
June 24 – 27 | Levine Campus
Rising 7th – 9th graders: 9 a.m. – noon | Rising 4th – 6th graders: 1 – 4 p.m.
Discover how to code in the Lua language while playing and designing worlds in ROBLOX®, an online universe where campers can create anything they dream of. This new camp combines game design concepts, coding, and fun! Young entrepreneurs will also learn how to navigate ROBLOX®, fast growing marketplace to publish their games. Student-created games will be available on a password protected Black Rocket website to share with friends and family. Students will work in pairs or teams for most of the program. Basic computer knowledge is essential for success in this camp.
Fee includes camp T-shirt and use of your own project designed uniquely by you.
**PROGRAM IT!**  $225  
July 8 – 11 | Central Campus  
Rising 6th – 8th graders: 8:30 a.m. – noon | Rising 9th – 12th graders: 1 – 4:30 p.m.  
Do you have a camper interested in building their own video game? This camp is an introduction to text-based programming. The computer languages learned make it easier to create graphics-based programs. Concepts covered can be applied to practically any other computer languages, including C, C++ (C plus plus), and C# (C sharp). Campers will learn skills that can be directly applied to real-world programming tasks in an interesting and fun way.  
Fee includes camp T-shirt and your own video game created uniquely by you.

**LEGO® FILMS AND STOP ACTION!**  $239  
July 15 – 18 | Levine Campus  
Rising 1st – 3rd graders: 9 a.m. – noon  
Do you wish your LEGO®s could come to life? Now they can! Design a Lego world of your own using stop motion film and make your favorite characters a reality. Use your favorite mini-figs to create a short film with your friends, re-create scenes from the LEGO® movie, or bring your own dreams to the screen. Campers can bring in their favorite LEGO®s, action figures, dolls or figurines from home; all other equipment is provided. Student-created films will be available on a password-protected website to share with friends and family. Campers will work in pairs or teams for most of the program.  
Fee includes camp t-shirt and your own project designed uniquely by you.

**PYTHON PROGRAMMERS: MAKE YOUR OWN MULTIPLAYER GAME**  $239  
July 22 – 25 | Levine Campus  
Rising 7th – 9th graders: 9 a.m. – noon | Rising 4th – 6th graders: 1 – 4 p.m.  
YouTube, Google, Instagram and Spotify – what do they have in common? They were created with Python. Campers will learn how to code with Python and create their first multi-player adventure game. Each lesson takes campers step-by-step to begin their own programming path that will let them challenge friends with a fun game built from start to finish! Basic computer knowledge is essential for success in this camp.  
Fee includes camp t-shirt and your own programmed project created uniquely by you.

**CODE EXPLORERS**  $239  
July 29 – August 1 | Levine Campus  
Rising 1st – 3rd graders: 9 a.m. – noon  
Calling all future coders, programmers, and designers! Campers learn the basics of coding languages like HTML, JavaScript, and CSS through a series of web projects and design challenges each day and will be on their way to becoming the next tech star! Whether they want to be the next Mark Zuckerberg or the high school student who just made $1 million dollars for programming in his bedroom, this camp has the essentials students need to begin their journey. Projects will be available on a Black Rocket website to share with friends and family. Students will work in pairs or teams for most of the program. Basic computer knowledge is essential for success in this camp.  
Fee includes camp T-shirt and use of your own Minecraft game designed uniquely by you.
BAKING CAMP
July 15 – 18 | July 22 – 25 | Central Campus
Rising 7th – 12th graders: 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Calling all kids who love to bake! This camp is for the inexperienced baker who wants to learn basic techniques including how to measure, mix, scoop, bake, and decorate. Campers will learn essential baking skills by making cookies, cupcakes, pie and ice cream, doughnuts, and more! Campers will be able to build on skills learned to create more complex treats. Treats will go home throughout the week. This hands-on baking camp is taught by certified baking instructors. This camp provides a great mix between the bake shop, eating a nutritious lunch, socializing with new friends, and age appropriate activities.

Fee includes camp T-shirt, class photo and more.

CULINARY CAMP
July 15 – 18 | July 22 – 25 | Central Campus
Rising 7th – 12th graders: 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Do you have an aspiring chef at home? This camp is for the inexperienced cook who wants to learn basic preparation and cooking skills. Campers will be introduced to a variety of kitchen equipment, learn proper safety and sanitation, and fundamental techniques with vegetable, starch, and protein cookery. This camp will focus more on buffet style meal preparation and presentation. Campers will be able to build on skills learned and add more complex elements to their dishes. This hands-on culinary camp is taught by certified culinary instructors. This camp provides a great mix between the kitchen, eating a nutritious lunch, socializing with new friends, and age appropriate activities.

Fee includes camp T-shirt, class photo and more.

#SummerAtCPCC
Share your experience at @cpccservicescorp
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR $325
June 17 – 20 | Merancas Campus
Rising 6th – 12th graders: 8:45 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Calling all future forensic investigators! Campers attending the CSI camp will participate in exercises that include techniques from the forensic laboratory and crime scene processing. Students will process and document mock crime scenes using “real world” techniques and equipment. They will use laboratory equipment to analyze evidence obtained from various crime scenes. Campers will practice fingerprinting, casting and molding shoe impressions, developing fingerprints, collecting and documenting evidence, and maintaining chain of custody of evidence. In addition, visitors from other law enforcement agencies, such as FBI, Secret Service, CMPD, US Postal Inspectors, and other Forensic lab or specialist personnel, may make short presentations.

Fee includes camp T-shirt, crime scene box and supplies, class photo, foot cast and more.

ADVANCED CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR $325
July 15 – 18 | Merancas Campus
Rising 8th – 12th graders: 8:45 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Interested in solving crimes? Advanced CSI campers will participate in exercises that include crime scene processing and collection of evidence. Students will practice fingerprinting, casting and molding shoe impressions and will be introduced to some other advanced techniques that include the use of our ESDA (Electrostatic Dust Apparatus), shooting reconstruction exercises with lasers and photography, along with other activities. In addition, campers will prepare forensic science tables for show and tell. They will process more advanced mock scenes that will challenge their observation skills and team work. Special guest visitors are also planned.

Fee includes camp T-shirt, crime scene box and supplies, class photo, foot cast and more.

OVERRULED! $275
July 22 – 25 | Merancas Campus
Rising 8th – 12th graders: 8 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Do you have an aspiring attorney at home? If you think your camper is interested in a legal career or is just fascinated by the law, this camp is for them! Campers will play the role of a prosecuting or defense attorney, an expert witness, a lay witness, a juror, a criminal investigator, etc. as they attempt to unravel the truth in a homicide trial. Campers will also join us for a trip Uptown to learn about state and federal courts and the basics of courtroom procedures.

Fee includes camp T-shirt.

#SummerAtCPCC
BUILD YOUR OWN 3D PRINTER
June 24 – 27 | Central Campus
Rising 9th – 12th graders: 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Calling all budding engineers! Build Your Own 3D Printer campers will learn 3D printing fundamentals while constructing their own printer. While assembling the printer they will take home, campers will learn about the uses and impact of 3D printing technologies in today's engineering fields. Campers will also design and construct objects using their new found technology skills. By the end of the camp, these future engineers will have gained the confidence needed to operate and repair their own printer.

Fee includes camp T-shirt and your own 3D printer.

DRONE ACADEMY
July 29 – August 1 | Merancas Campus
Rising 7th – 12th graders: 8:45 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Fly high in our drone camp! Campers will learn how to pilot state-of-the-art drones using simulator training with 25 basic flight modules. Once campers master the art of piloting, they will learn and practice their skill for real-world small drone flights in indoor and outdoor obstacle courses using their very own Syma drone. The drone will be theirs to take home at the end of camp allowing them to become true experts in the field of drone flight.

Fee includes camp T-shirt, camp photo and a Syma drone.
CLAY CREATIONS $300
June 17 – 20 | Central Campus
Rising 6th – 8th graders: 8:30 a.m. – noon | Rising 9th – 12th graders: 1 – 4:30 p.m.

Does your camper like to get their hands dirty? Campers will learn all about clay and be introduced to the potter’s wheel as well as other clay working techniques. Campers will also learn about ceramic glazes and discuss the history of clay. Finished kiln fired clay creations will be available two weeks after the camp ends.

Fee includes camp T-shirt and your own uniquely made kiln-fired creation.

BEAUTIFUL YOU $350
July 29 – August 1 | City View Center
Rising 9th – 11th graders: 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Calling all make-up artists, future stylists, and fashionistas! Beautiful You allows campers to explore the basic hair styling concepts, long hair design, braiding, manicuring and pedicuring, skin care, and make up application. Topics include hair fashions and trends along with the history of hairstyling. Campers will learn fundamental hands on skills in the world of fashion, hair, and makeup. Demonstrations of these activities will be taught by a licensed professional cosmetologist.

Fee includes camp T-shirt and a cosmetology beauty kit, including styling tools, makeup and "must have" style instruction guides.

WRITERS’ ROOM $250
July 8 – 11 | Central Campus
Rising 9th – 12th graders: 8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

It’s FUN! It’s LIT! It’s writing with WIT! This camp is for the young author who wants new methods, resources, and practice converting their boring writing samples into interesting, creative pieces! All writers will refine their formal writing skills through the use of our class based strategy. Students will then use these pieces to relay main ideas and key details in a visual format. Our activities include: non-fiction scrap-booking, a movie/book poster series, and digital comic book creation. Students will also learn how to best utilize their personal devices to enhance writing projects. Join us to give your writing a LIFT and learn how to merge it with WIT!

Fee includes camp T-shirt.
STUDY SMARTER, NOT HARDER

July 15 – 17 | Central Campus
Rising 7th – 9th graders: 9 a.m. – noon | Rising 10th – 12th graders: 1 – 4 p.m.

Have you ever taken a test only to realize you didn’t know the material as well as you thought? Do things make sense in class on Monday but seem like a new topic on Tuesday? Do you misplace classwork or handouts? If you can answer “yes” to any of these questions, this camp is for you! You will learn how to set yourself up for success by using what scientists know about how the brain learns. You’ll tackle organization, procrastination, and study skills. By the end of this camp – campers will know new strategies to help them study smarter. Students will receive the book, “Learning How to Learn” as well as other tools of successful students.

Fee includes camp T-shirt.
CPCC
TEEN CODING INSTITUTE

Now registering for SAT & ACT exam prep!
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collegiateetestprep.com
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